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I can’t believe April is nearly come and gone, and we in the
South Island are experiencing wonderful autumn colours. A
frost or two always sets the scene and we have had those,
and now the trees are turning magic colours which heralds
approaching winter. I love the autumn in fact any season
but the summer, which is always a struggle here. It has been
a beautiful summer with hot still days, but so little rain. On
the plus side the swimming pool has had plenty of use!
The Trust conference held in Akaroa was an enormous
success, and a huge thank you to Jill and Richard Simpson
and their wonderful team of helpers Nancy & Brian
Tichbourne and Jendy & Pat Brooks. Every day was packed
with treats, wonderful gardens, amazing food and fantastic
organization. We were all pampered! Most of all it was so
good to be amongst old gardening friends and feel each
other’s passion. There is so much to be learned from each
other.

Kerei Thompson began the conference itself with a
rundown of what is happening. The NZGT website is having
2 ½ - 3000 hits a month. It is also now mobile phone friendly
all thanks to Mich Newton for organising this. There is a
sense of frustration with NZ Tourism as the NZGT should be
the only garden information on their site. They asked for
quality & the Trust is the only organization assessing gardens
in New Zealand, so we should have their support. As
Trustees we need to follow up on that.

Broadfield Garden
Kerei threw the question how do we grow the numbers into
our gardens? We need to work together networking with
other organizations in our districts, bike trails cafes wineries
as an example, providing brochures for them all. Using our
Regional Tourism Offices, and getting them to understand

our quality mark. The NZGT garden Guide has been a
success but next year it will mailed to all garden clubs.
As a group we need to identify the next generation of
gardeners and try to have them involved. Small gardens
must not be overlooked!
Kerei thanked members of the Assessing team, and
acknowledged how hard they worked. Sadly Carolyn Ferraby
and Pauline Murphy are standing down and so we need 2
more accessors with the huge plant knowledge they both
offered. We will miss them, and enormous thanks to them
both for all the work they have done for us all over the
years.
One point that was made was how relevant is your garden
description on the NZGT website and what you hand out to
your visitors? Maybe it could do with an upgrade over the
winter. The accessors use that information so it needs to be
accurate. Things like the wow factor, visitor experience, you
engaging with your visitors, and the flow & peace are all
taken into account.
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Speakers
Several of the speakers had an Akaroa background, which
added to the individuality of this conference. Helen Leach
spoke about the history of gardening in Akaroa, tracing back
sources of fruit vegetables and nuts. I found it fascinating as
all sorts of things were tried even silkworms on white
mulberries! Olives were also grown, (we thought olives were
new to NZ about 20 years ago!) and of course citrus, all the
berries, and grapes. The Akaroa domain was planted in
1870 which for New Zealand must have been one of the
first.
Barbara Lee Taylor reminisced about her passion for
gardening & roses and added to the Akaroa feel.
Hugh Wilson spoke of the wonderful work in returning
some of the valleys back to their indigenous plants in the
Hinewai Reserve.
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The guest speaker was Richard Benfield from the
Pennsylvania University with a doctorate in Garden Tourism.
He felt that NZ garden tours were unique in what it offers
the gardening public. The nature and history was different
to anywhere in the world. The combination of Botanic &
private gardens was personal & private, very different from
Australia and South Africa particularly. There will be new
levels in 2016, I billion people travelling every year, and for
us an influx of Chinese visitors, are we able to manage that
change?
One third of all overseas visitors will go to a garden; we
need to help them find us. The best website is Google.
Double ended research, lobbying, and garden section. (NZ
Tourism lets us down here, we should be at the top of their
list for gardens in New Zealand as we are the only

Ohinetahi
organization to access gardens, & this needs to be rectified).
He suggested keeping a record of visitors with a one page
questionnaire, finding out how the visitor found us, what

made them choose your garden and most importantly ask for
their Zip code for Richard to enter into a data base to help us
understand trends & where our visitors are coming from. He
emphasised the importance of good signage, and brochures
in the appropriate RTOs etc. The next time Mich puts out a
plea for visitor numbers you will be able to supply them
which helps us all long term. The NZGT visitor numbers
including the Botanic gardens that belong to the Trust, Mich
estimates at approx. 5 million but 1.2 million come from
overseas, which should give us as an organization some clout
in Wellington.
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Since the conference Richard has elaborated further. In the
US 100 million people visit gardens in a year. The figure for
garden visiting world-wide maybe as high as 250 million or
25% of all tourism arrivals. Garden visiting in the UK is the
3rd most popular attraction ahead of museums and historic
sites! Gardens are not a dying business but something that
seems uncharted, and we can benefit enormously by being
aware of these figures, giving us confidence in the future.
One other thing Richard Benfield pointed out was, do not sell
yourselves too cheaply. He emphasised in the States a visit to
a private garden or a botanic garden would cost US $35!
Approximately NZ $50. That is food for thought.

Annandale

The forum on the last day was great, good questions which
Kerei answered so well. There was a general feeling of
positivity amongst all who were present. The conference
dinner included amazing Akaroa talent, and for those of us
from this province it was great to be in the restored Gaiety
Hall after all the earthquakes. It had such an atmosphere of
time, and is so much part of the Akaroa feeling.
Jill Simpson has offered to set up a Facebook and Instagram
page for the Trust website. She will need photos from you all
to do this…. Good photos can say it all, just email them to her
fishermansbay@xtra.co.nz
I have one challenge to each of us that we find one garden
each to join the Trust within the next 12 months. This would
have enormous benefits to us all. 35 years ago there were 4
gardens in this district which formed the first cluster group of
gardens in New Zealand. 3 of those went on to entertain
incentive tours from the USA & local conference groups for
10 years. We had an amazing time, it was great fun bouncing
ideas off each other, all the men loved it as farming can be a
lonely game at times and this was people in our lives. Sadly 3
of those original 4 men died within 4 years of each other and
the whole thing came to a halt. Flaxmere is the only garden
still open. I know what a huge benefit it is to have others
around you doing the same thing. The NZGT will give you the
assessment you need to gain the discerning visitor. We need
more members, as with more members there will be more to
spend on marketing, and that will give us that momentum
that is needed.
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Have a great autumn and early winter in your garden.
Penny Zino
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